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The Limiting Constant of Gravita tion. By Pliny E. Chase. 

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, October 18, 1878.) 

Newton and Lesage both thought that gravitation might be due to some 
action of an aether or " sethereal spirit. " If such supposed action is uniform 
it should be capable of representation by some uniform or constant value, 
toward which planetary or gravitating motion should constantly tend. 

Faraday sought in vain to find such a value, and his want of success led 
him to the belief that the "correlation of forces" could not include the 
force of gravity. It is true that a kind of constancy is observable in bodies 
at rest, and another kind in circular orbits; but if the distance from the 
principal center is changed, the former varies inversely as the square of 
the distance, the latter inversely as the square root of the distance. In- 
asmuch as there is no known limit of possible density, there is no obvious 
limit to the possible velocity of gravitating motion. 

My various investigations have shown that heat, actinism, kinetic laws, 
spectral lines, the arrangement and masses of planets, interstellar nodes, 
barometric fluctuations, centers of inertia, terrestrial magnetism, chemical 
combinations, and the aggregation or dissociation of stellar systems, all 
point to the velocity of light as a limiting constant. Weber, Kohlrausch 
and Maxwell having found a like pointing, in the relations which exist 
between electro-static and electro-dynamic phenomena, it seems probable 
that the goal of Faraday's search may also have been the velocity of light, 
and that such velocity is the fundamental basis of universal correlation. 

I have already pointed out three methods of approximation to the limit: 
1, by the tendency towards equality in planetary revolution and in the 
mean moment of solar inertia of rotation ; 2, by the tendency to equality 
between mean radial oscillatory velocity and the velocity which marks the 
limit between complete solar dissociation and incipient nucleal aggrega- 
tion; 3, by the tendency to uniformity in dissociative velocity at each of 
the three principal centres of nebular condensation in the solar system. 

Against the first of these methods the objection has been urged that it 
supposes the sun to be homogeneous. The validity of this criticism cannot 
be determined until the problem has been subjected to a rigid mathematical 
analysis. If such analysis should hereafter show that the objection is well 
taken, it may be found that the sun is more homogeneous than the dense 
planets, and sufficiently so to satisfy all the requirements of the method. 
Draper's recent photograph of the corona indicates a diameter twice as 
great as that of the sun. This is in exact accordance with the supposed 
gaseous nature of the sun, and, consequently, with its homogeneity, as well 
as with the relations whlich I have pointed out between Jupiter's mass and 
position. 

Some have thought the second method faulty, because it involves a con- 
sideration of hypothetical conditions of nebular condensation, suclh as are 
inconsistent with the common notions of the nature of matter. But those 
conditions were introduced merely to indicate joint tendencies, without 
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any regard to the variety of possib)le or inj)os-sible forms whichi thle tenden- 
cies mnay be supposed to assuiie or to indicate. In all mathematical 
physics an ideal completeness is assumled, suchi as is never found in nature. 
Thle methlod in question is analogous to the one whichi has been satisfac- 
torily adopted in investigating- the laws of elastic undulation. 

It seems to have been general'ly admitted that the third method miay be 
accepted as lending probability to thle inidications of the othier two, but it 
involves the same que9tion of dissociative velocity, and is, thierefore, openl 
to the same criticism as the second method. For this reason it seems de- 
strable to see whiether the problemi can be successfully treated in sonice 
othier way. 

If gravitatingm movemients have aniy commron limit, eithier of originating 
efficiency or of uiltimiate ten(lency, whichl is uniformi in all stellar syst.emls, 
that limit shiould evidenitly be sougaht in the (lirectioni of phienomienal 
miaximia, and withi special reference to the principal center of the systeml. 
If the vethereal hypotheses are. correct, we may reasonably prtesuime that the 
gravitatinig constant is dependent upon somie oethiereal constant. 

La Place establishied the g~eneral princil)le that thle state of a systemi of 
bodies becomes periodic whien the effort of the primnitive conditions of 
movemnent hias disappeared by the action of resistances. This princip)le, 
whiichi is a necessary consequence of the thiirdI law of m-otion, is well illus- 
tinted in ellipticatl planetary orbits, in whichl the cyclical imovemient miav 
be, resolved into alternate oscillations, of approach to perihielion and re- 
treat to aphielion. The duiration of all such oscillations, whlether circular, 
slightly elliptical, or as nearly raidial and rectilinear as the central nucleus 
will allow, is determinied by the length of the major axis, varying as the 
3 

power of the leng (th. If the m-ajor axes are equal, the oscillations are 
synchronous. 

If or-bital collisions of particles, in the neighborhood of the focus, shiorten- 
the major axes, cosinical rotatiotnimay be substituted for free planet- 
ary revolution. But the limiiting value, whilch is to he alternately over- 
come and renewed,. will not be changed thiereby; the period for de- 
stroyingr or acquiring thiat, limiiting- value shiould still be one-half' of thle 
cyclical period, or thle period of a hialf rotation. 

The equiation of constanit velocity, in an elastic atmosphiere or in an 
tetliere-al miediumi, is 

o = I h =- t 

v denoting the wave-velocity; g, the acceleration of grravity at the point 
of observation; h, thle modulus of elasticity, or the height of a homogmeneous 
atmosphiere ; t, the titne of rise or fall, throughi I h, under the constant re- 
tardation or acceleration g ; t is also, as hias just beeni shown, the timie of a 
half-rotation which is supposed to be due to tethiereal impulses. Chiallis 
hias found* that if all the ordinar-y central forces are due to transformed 
vethereal vibrations, "1the actions of suchi forces on atomis are in every in.- 
stance attributable to cether-eal currents, whiether the atoms be immediately 
acted upon by steady motions of the oether or by tethereal vibration." 

*Phimt. Magr., Sept., t872; Sept., t876.: Junie, 1878. 
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The constancy of wave-velocity requires that h and t should vary in- 
versely as g. The law of conservation of areas demands the same ratios of 
variability in the rotation of any contracting or expanding nebular nucleus; 
for, the velocity of rotation varying inversely as radius, and the distance 
traversed varying as radius, the time of rotation (or t, the time of semi- 

rotation) varies as the square of radius; but g varies inversely as the square 
1 of radius, .'. gt cc r X r2, and is constant for all possible stages of nebular 

condensation. The record of rotation is, therefore, invariable, representing 
the undulatory velocity of the sethereal medium, as well as the constant 
limiting velocity of gravitating tendency for which Faraday sought. 

The value of g being a maximum, in our system, at Sun's surface, there 
is where the limiting value of gt is to be found. If we estimate Sun's 
semi di'meter* at 16' 2", Earth's mean radius vector is 214.41 solar radii. 
Laugier's mean estimate of t (the time of Sun's semi-rotation) is 12.67 

days, or 1093872 seconds ; V gr (214.412 X 2x7r) - (365.256 X 86400)- 
.-. g r - 2559500. and gt =r - 2.340. But the velocity of light, ac- 
cording to Struve's constant of aberration, is 214.41 r - 497.825 - r 
2.322.t This investigation, therefore, leads to the same result as those 
which I have before undertaken, and gives the velocity of light as the limit- 
ing constant of gravitation. 

Stated Meeting, November 1, 1878. 

Present, 20 members. 

Vice-President, MR. FRALEY, in the Chair. 

Mr. J. B. Knight, Prof. L. Haupt, and Dr. Morris Long- 
streth, newly elected members, were introduced to the pre- 
siding officer and took their seats. 

Letters accepting membership were received from Dr. Al- 
bert H. Smith, dated 1419 Walnut St., Phila., Oct. 20, 1878 ; 
Rev. Edward A. Foggo, D. D., 717 Locust St., Phila., 
Oct. 28, 1878; Rev. Samuel Longfellow, Germantown, Oct. 
24; and Dr. A. S. Packard, Jr., Brown University, Prov- 
idence, R. I., Oct. 18,1878. 

Letters of acknowvledgment were received from the Ob- 
servatory at Prag, Nov. 6, 1877 (99,100, List); the Royal 
Danisli Academy, Sept. 30, 1878 (100, List); the Royal 

* Amer. Nautical Almainac. 
t This is equivalent to Faye's value of gt for lat. 16? 50', or Carrington's for lat. 

14? 46'. 
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